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Glaa – fighting for lgbtq equality in d.c. since 1971 Founded in 1971, glaa is an all-volunteer, non-partisan, nonprofit political organization that defends the civil rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender Catholic
church gives d.c. ultimatum on same-sex marriage Correction to this article the page one article about the
catholic archdiocese of washington's efforts to have changes made to the same-sex marriage bill Jimmy carter: 'i
believe that jesus would approve of gay Asked about whether he approved of gay marriage, mr. carter
responded, “that’s no problem with me.” “i think everybody should have a right to get The history of
washington, dc | washington.org Founded on july 16, 1790, washington, dc is unique among american cities
because it was established by the constitution of the united states to serve as the nation Gay marriage and
homosexuality | pew research center See the latest pew research center reports, data and interactive features on
gay marriage and homosexuality, including public opinion, changing legal status and Why jews push gay
marriage | real jew news With the supreme court hearings last week on homosexual unions—and obama’s own
endorsement—jews are at the forefront in promoting ‘gay’ marriage. jewish Cbs washington « cbs dc News,
sports, weather, traffic and the best of washington dc Countries that allow gay marriage around the world | pew
Countries that allow gay marriage. australia (2017) on dec. 7, 2017, the australian parliament passed legislation
allowing gay and lesbian couples to legally wed.
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